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Steering fault
puts rally pair
down the order
in Finland

WELSHMEN Elfyn Evans and Craig Parry
were denied as they took part in last
weekend’s Neste Rally Finland.
In the WRC 2 category, the pair secured
stage victories, but their hard work went
unrewarded as Evans suffered a failure that
left him without power steering.
But after dropping to sixth place overall,
the Welshman posted a string of highlycompetitive times to climb back up to
third place and claim valuable
championship points.
He said: “It’s been a challenging
weekend. Some problems on Friday put us
on the back foot and dropped us down to
sixth. Third place was probably the best we
could have hoped for after that.
“We’ve had a clean rally with no mistakes
and the speed has been really good in
places, too. It’s a shame as the result could
have been a lot better.”
Evans and his Four Crosses teammate
now look to Germany and the ADAC Rallye
Deutschland in just over a week’s time.
Elfyn Evans and Craig
Parry in action in Finland

TIZER SPORT

woman makes
Record smashed Local
new holiday ‘chum‘
for second week

Oswestry
Paragon
Time Trials Series

A NEW course record
was set for the second
successive week in the
latest round of the
series.

Round 12 saw 33 riders
take to the start line of the
Queen’s Head to Gobowen
course, but it was Josh Williams, of Team Botrill, who
set a blistering time of 20
minutes and 21 seconds –
seven seconds quicker
than the record set by Kirk

CYCLING

Vickers just a week earlier.
It put Williams over two
ahead
minutes
of
second-placed
Stuart
Proctor, of Paramount CRT
(22:31), while Andrew
Campbell, of Wrecsam Tri,
was third in 22:48.
Colin Elgie, of Oswestry
Peloton, finished in 23:04
for fourth place, just edging
out clubmate Simon Lewis
(23:14). Neil Coles was sixth
in 23:47 to again finish as

Super Vet and 79th birthday ‘boy’ Pete Norman

fastest
Paragon
rider,
although seventh-placed
Tom Richardson was not
far behind, stopping the
clock on 23:58. Andrew
Howell,
of
Oswestry
Peloton, took eighth place
in 24:03.
The next four places were
filled by Paragon riders
with Darrell Walsh quickest
of the group in yet another
personal best time, finishing in 24:21 for ninth
place putting him ahead of
Andrew Davies (24:27), Rob
Kerr (24:36) and Steve
Roberts (25:19).
Unusually there
was only one junior
taking part this week
with Jack Young finishing in 27:46, and
two Paragon ladies
taking part with
Helen
Tudor
crossing the line in
27:58 ahead of Liz
Breeze (29min34).
■ Special mention
goes to Pete Norman
who celebrated his
79th birthday with a
79km ride earlier in
the day, but still
managed to get
round the 10-mile
course in 31:36.

OSWESTRY woman Heather
Starbuck struck a blow for
the fairer sex on a fishing
trip to Canada when she
caught 23 prize specimens
in one day – more than any
other person at the Kalum
River Lodge in British
Columbia that week.
Heather, husband Peter
and son Matthew all topped
the 20 mark – but it was
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Heather who came away
with the bragging rights.
“It was great fun, and I
really enjoyed beating the
men to top spot,” said
Heather, who is seen here
with Matthew and her
biggest catch – a 23lb chum.
On another part of the
trip, Heather caught a 125lb
sturgeon, measuring 6ft 2in
in length.

